ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database (EMBL) (Stoesser et al., 2003) is part of an international database collaboration with GenBank (Benson et al., 2000) and DDBJ (DNA DataBank of Japan) (Tateno et al., 2000) . These databases contain entries having a nucleotide sequence along with its annotation. Data collected by each member are shared with the other members of the collaboration.
Entries are subject to changes, but only the most recent versions have been preserved. However, it has become necessary to see entries exactly as they were in the past, especially when references are made to specific versions of sequences from third party annotation entries (TPA), constructed entries (CON) (Stoesser et al., 2003) , sequence alignments [e.g. EMBL-Align (Lombard et al., 2002) ], and from journal articles. Additionally, patent attorneys are interested in seeing the exact content of an entry at a given date in the past. In this article we will describe the EMBL Sequence Version Archive (SVA), a new public resource providing access to earlier versions of EMBL entries.
CONTENT OF THE ARCHIVE
All new and updated EMBL entries are distributed to the public in daily updates. These entries are loaded into SVA before they are made available on the EBI's ftp site. Moreover, every three months the full content of the database is released. The * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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entries in a quarterly release that differ from the corresponding entries archived in SVA are also loaded. From the SVA point of view an EMBL entry is changed whenever its textual representation differs from that of the last version already stored in SVA. All obtainable EMBL entries from full releases, starting from release 1 in June 1982, have been loaded into SVA. Daily updates have been loaded since release 57 in December 1997, when the sequence versions were introduced. The EMBL release 73 of December 2002 has 21 million entries. As a result of entry updates, there are more than 100 million entries in SVA.
PROGRAMMATIC ACCESS
EMBL entries and Fasta formatted sequences (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) can be retrieved programmatically using (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/cgi-bin/dbfetch). Either primary accession numbers or sequence versions can be used for retrieval. As an example the following URL returns the latest EMBL entry having the accession number AC0677:(http://www. ebi.ac.uk/cgi-bin/dbfetch?db=SVA&id=AC067752&format= default). To retrieve the Fasta formatted sequence having the sequence version AC067752.4 use URL: (http:// www.ebi.ac.uk/cgi-bin/dbfetch?db=SVA&id=AC067752.4& format=fasta).
INTERACTIVE ACCESS
EMBL entries and Fasta formatted sequences can be viewed and downloaded interactively at (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/embl/ sva/). A primary or secondary accession number, a sequence version, or a protein identifier can be used to retrieve entries. The first result of a query is a list of matching primary accession numbers together with the relevant entry version, sequence version, release number, and issue date (Fig. 1) . The matches are ordered by their issue date, the latest entry first. The issue date is the date when a particular entry version was first distributed to the public. It is either the date of the last update, or the date of a quarterly release. If a snapshot date is provided only the version of the entry that was current at that date is displayed. As the query by accession number looks for matches in both primary and secondary accession numbers, the history of an entry can be followed even after an entry has become secondary to another one. Comparison of entry versions is straightforward, as the interface is capable of displaying the differences between two versions of the same entry.
LINKS TO SVA FROM SRS AT EBI
The latest versions of EMBL entries are accessible via SRS at (http://srs.ebi.ac.uk/). They contain links to SVA to retieve EMBL entries, which have become secondary to other ones. Also CON, TPA, and EMBL Align entries have links to SVA to access the EMBL entries versions they are based on, as these may no longer be part of EMBL.
